FLOOD REFLECTOR DRAFT UPDATE

DRAFT-IETF-LSR-ISIS-FLOOD-REFLECTION
CHANGES SINCE ADOPTIONS

• LAST PRESENTATION WAS AROUND IETF 106

• DRAFT ADOPTED SINCE THEN

• IMPLEMENTED, DEPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE (NO INTEROP, NOT AWARE OF ANY OTHER IMPLEMENTATIONS BESIDE JUNIPER)
  – DRAFT–01 -> FR SHOULD NOT ADVERTISE ATTACH BIT

• TEMPORARY CODEPOINTS TAKEN (THANKS LES FOR GREAT SUGGESTION)
  – ABOUT TO EXPIRE, WOULD NEED TO BE REFRESHED IF NOT LC’ED

• COULD BE LAST CALLED AFAIS
  – ACEE SEEMS TO DESIRE A BETTER TUNNEL/NO-TUNNEL SECTIONS ;-) CAN DO BUT IS THERE INTEREST, NO-TUNNEL IS NOT EASY TO UNDERSTAND EVEN FOR GREY BEARDS IN IGP, L1 TUNNEL IS PRETTY TRIVIAL & DRAFTS SAYS MORE THAN ENOUGH ALREADY PROBABLY